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About This Content
The complex and bustling network under and into rural Frankfurt comes to life with the Frankfurt U-Bahn, complete with all 9
lines packed with authentic details!
The Frankfurt U-Bahn (Untergrundbahn) officially opened in October 1968, an underground route from Hauptwache to
Nordwestzentrum, this would soon be extended multiple times. Today, there are now a total of 9 lines, U1 to U9, that span
around 65 km in length and serve all corners of Frankfurt with a total of 87 stations, 27 of which are underground and are
served by 3 separate tunnels. The latest addition to the U-Bahn was the U8 and U9, which were fully competed in 2010 as an
extension to the U2 line.
Over the decades, many trains have served the Frankfurt U-Bahn, including the U3 and U4, however the dominant traction
today is the U5-25 and U5-50 “Flexity Swift” light metro vehicles. The U5-25 is a bi-directional 2-car unit with a cab at both
ends, and the U5-50 is a uni-directional unit, where only one cab is present and the other end is a gangway, requiring 2 to be
coupled in service. All U5 units are multiple working, and can be used together to form the right length of trains based on their
line and time of day.
From Just Trains, the Frankfurt U-Bahn network features all 9 lines stretching across the breadth of the city. Intricate detailing
throughout is guaranteed, with every station both above and below ground having its own character. Additionally, the U3, U4,
U5-25 and U5-50 units come with all the bells and whistles, literally! Learning the ins and outs of these vital vehicles is a must
to operate the incredible network that is the Frankfurt U-Bahn.
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Included Scenarios
Frankfurt U-Bahn features 24 engaging Standard scenarios and 2 Free Roam scenarios

U1 Ginnheim to Südbahnhof
U1 Südbahnhof to Ginnheim
U2 Gonzenheim to Südbahnhof
U2 Südbahnhof to Gonzenheim
U3 Hohemark to Südbahnhof
U3 Südbahnhof to Hohemark
U4 Bockenheimer Warte to Enkheim
U4 Bockenheimer Warte to Enkheim (Typ U3)
U4 Enkheim to Bockenheimer Warte
U4 Enkheim to Bockenheimer Warte (Typ U3)
U5 Hauptbahnhof to Preungesheim
U5 Preungesheim to Hauptbahnhof
U6 Heerstrasse to Ostbahnhof
U6 Heerstrasse to Ostbahnhof (Typ U3)
U6 Ostbahnhof to Heerstrasse
U6 Ostbahnhof to Heerstrasse (Typ U3)
U7 Enkheim to Hausen
U7 Enkheim to Hausen (Typ U3)
U7 Hausen to Enkheim
U7 Hausen to Enkheim (Typ U3)
U8 Riedberg to Südbahnhof
U8 Südbahnhof to Riedberg
U9 Ginnheim to Nieder-Eschbach
U9 Nieder-Eschbach to Ginnheim
Depot Heddernheim: A-Strecke (Lines U1-U3, U8, U9)
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Depot Ost: B-, C- Strecke (Lines U4-U7)
More scenarios are available on the Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free
and easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it
out now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features
65 km network covering all lines of the Frankfurt U-Bahn – U1 to U9
86 stations in total, 27 of which are underground
U3 bi-directional unit in Orange/Ivory and Vista Blue livery
U4 bi-directional unit in Vista Blue livery
U5-25 bi-directional unit in Vista Blue livery
U5-50 single-direction unit in Vista Blue livery
Advanced start-up procedure for each unit
Fully simulated passenger door operation and departure procedure
Functional IBIS passenger information system
24 Standard Scenarios
2 Free Roam scenarios
Quick Drive compatible
Download size: 1.0 GB
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train simulator frankfurt u-bahn route add-on. train simulator frankfurt s-bahn rhein main route add-on
Awesome. Just awesome. Wish there were career scenarios, but this is a really great route. Hopeful that this will lead to other
light rail in the Sim.. For some reason, steam say's i have 0 hours in this... This review was made after 6 hours of playing.
This is a nice DLC, however i do not recommend it. The price, 35 euro's, is way to much for a DLC in my opinion.
The trains
If you are a OMSI owner like me, you will like the trains in this DLC. Almost every button works, and the IBIS system is nearly
a copy from some OMSI busses. It even has working non-automatic announcements.
The map
The map is very pretty but lacks performance. Huge FPS drop's everywhere on the map, making the map nearly unplayable
sometimes. For me, this makes it far less fun to play.
I don't recommend this map, because of the high price and bad performance.
There are better maps available for much less.. Amazing add-on to TS - worth every cent. Very good realism and detailed
scenery. Already spend good few hours strolling around Frankfurt U-Bahn network. The characteristic of Frakfurt network,
partially laid overground with tram line elements (Line U5) make it even more exciting to play. Looking forward for more
networks to be released. This is the only DLC for TS2019 that I would recommend buying. And that is because this route is
unique from all other DLCs. If you have always wanted a subway route or a street car line then this is the DLC for you! Besides
this DLC I only buy TSW routes. They are more engaging and honestly the performance is better.. I am unable to get the train to
move even after all the pre steps are done.
The HUID is missing the accelerator and reverser. Which I know is not compatible? with TS in PC form.
The keyboard commands all work except the reverser doesnt want to move.
Maybe a d\/l issue from STEAM. Dont know.
Not happy.
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This is a good add-on. It is a tad pricey but it is worth it. I like several things about this. Firstly, I am very partial to metros and
trams. I like very much that the entire Frankfurt U-bahn is included along with all the trains. Even though there is no option for
career advancement, it is still a lot of fun to have the interaction with street traffic. The trains have very good brakes, which is
typical of metros and trams as they are regularly starting and stopping. And the instrument panel lighting and working IBIS
system definitely make this a good addition.. Beautiful, but borring.
And yes, NO CAREER!. I found out about this route slightly before it became available on Steam, and I'm so glad it's here now.
Some people may argue that buying directly from the developer is the best thing to do, and I agree to some exent, since you
support them more that way. But if you are short of money and live in a country with poor currency value, the best thing to do is
buy at a store that conveniently adjusts the price to your market, like Steam.
With that said, I think this is a great add-on. I just got started into TS like a month ago, and I can already tell the quality of this
route in comparison to others. The trains have tons of controls and it's a bit overwhelming at first, but once you master the keys
and their mappings (and the IBIS system which requires you to look at the manual for the code numbers) is a total joy. Brake
and accelerator being on the same lever can take some time getting used to if you're used to them being separate controls. The
manual comes in English and explains everything. The scenery is wonderfully detailed. There are some minor issues, but they
don't outweight the pros (no pun intended) of this pro add-on. It's totally worth the full price, in my opinion.. This route is a
great addition to my Train Sim collection.
I have my settings set to max as it was prescribed in the manual anyway. I would recommend reading the manual to set up the
train. The train set up is simple and setting up the IBIS can get some use to but if you do play OSMI 2 that you may recognize it.
All the trains use a similar setting all across in the cabs. There are also announcements that it can be played while doing a route,
most of them are in German of course while some can be in English. It even changes to do not board in U4 and U5 but not in
the U3 due to the older board on those vehicles. Also, the rolling stock has buttons to play within the cab and the keys are
mapped differently from any other train in the game.
The acceleration and braking can get a lot of use to and especially while stopping at stations. The trains do sound real the real
thing as I have heard on YouTube. I have never been to Frankfurt myself. There's a lot of ambient sounds but different from
any DTG route.
There are 24 standard scenarios listed in the description but I kind of wish they were in the career mode. DTG usually convert
them to career but apparently, they didn't bother doing for this one due to this may get complicated due to the rolling stock
features. All 24 scenarios feature just driving a line back and forth anyway. There is always quick drive routes on which you can
drive any of the 9 lines that you want. This is also the second version of the route which is a plus, I thought for sure at first you
can only drive the U5 units and you get less places to drive but that is not the case.
I would say it is a great route and I wanted to get this at Just Trains but I always urge my priority to get DLC on Steam. If you're
looking at a good tram route than try to get this. I would say for what it features that you get with this route is worth the full
price.. I bought Frankfurt U-Bahn Route add-on and I don`t find the manual. Where I can find the manual?
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